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CHAPTER ONE.
LEGAL SOURCES OP REPEKENDUM IN ILLINOIS.
The state of Illinois has never been without at
least one constitutional provision for a referendum. An assemhly
called in pursuance of an act of Congress of April IB, 1818, drew up
the first constitution of the state, and one article therein de-
clared that the question of calling constitutional conventions must
thereafter he approved hy the voters. This provision furnished the
nucleus around which has grown many others until at present a refer-
endum on public measures is of very common occurence..
The development of the idea of popular partici-
pation in lawmaking has been gradual but certain. The adoption of
each new constitution has witnessed an increase in the number of
provisions of this nature. The second constitution, adopted in 1848,
contained seven referendum sections, while that of 1870 increased
this number to fifteen. An amendment, ratified in 1904, added three
others, thus making a total of eighteen provisions for compulsory
referenda that may be found in the constitution that is now in force.
Moreover a statute of 1901 increased the total number of subjects
that may be submitted to a popular vote Ifey providing for the refer-
ence of measures of general public policy. But the constitutional
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'and statutory provisions by no means cover the entire field of all
possible referenda, for the legislature has teen accustomed to enact
laws which go into effect in particular localities only after their
popular ratification in such communities. Such laws have, indeed,
"been the sole basis for most local referenda that have bee-^. had in
111 inois
.
For convenience all the above mentioned constitu-
tional provisions may be classed as provisions (1)- for a state-wide
referendum, or (2)- for a local referendum. State-wide questions
differ from each other in that some involve changes in the consti-
tution itself, while others relate simply to legislation by the
general assembly. This distinction furnishes a basis for a further
division of questions of the first class into referenda on consti-
tutional law, and referenda on statutory law. All local referenda
for which the constitution provides are of the latter type. In the
succeeding pages this classification will be maintained, and an at-
tempt will be made not only to describe these provisions but to dis-
cover, wherever possible, the reasons which led to their incorpo-
ration into the constitution.
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State-wide Referendum.
There are three provisions in the present consti-
tution relating to proposed chan^^es in the fundamental law. They re-
quiBC the submission of the question of calling a constitutional
convention, and all alterations to the constitution, whether pro-
posed by a convention or by the legislature( 1 ) . No change in the
constitution is, therefore, possible without final ratification by
the people.
The practice of requiring a referendum on the
question of calling constitutional conventions was adopted when the
state was admitted into the Union(2), and has been a part of the
fundamental law since that time. The legislature was given the
power to initiate the movement by a two-thirds vote of both houses,
and a majority of all votes at the election was ©wquired in order
to carry the proposition( 3) . The constitution of 1818 thus recog-
nized that the people should be given an opportunity to express
their opinion on the desirability of calling a constitutional con-
•Bention, and the right to do so has been guarranteed in each
succeed
ing constitution by the insertion of special clauses to
that effect.
(D- Const, of 1870, Sees. 1 and 2, Art. 14.
(2) - Const, of 1818, Art. 7, to be foxmd in
Delates and Proceedings of the Const. Convention of 1870, vol.
2, p 1891) ^ tW-W*. "O^- c-«— M^^'\jnr. V-
(3) - The constitutions of 1818 and 1848 required |
maiority of those voting for members of the general assembly,
while
the TDresent constitution requires a majority at the election. ^
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This cannot, however, be said to be true with re-
gard to submitting alterations proposed by constitutional conven-
tions. The first constitution of the state was never submitted for
popular ratification, and contained no provision for the submission
of future amendments. Notwithstanding its silence on this point,
the act of 1846 which called a constitutional conventior^declared that
any changes which that body might make should be referred to the
p9ople(l). But if the msrabers of the convention thus called consider-
ed popular ratification necessary, they did not, at least, provide
or the submission of the work of future convent ions( ?) . In fact, one
article of the constitution of 1848 was declared to be a part of the
fundamental law without being referred with the rest of the consti-
tution(3). Popular sentiment seems, however, to have favored a refer-
endum on such questions, and the document drafted by the Convention
of 186r was referred to a popular vote even though the constitution
did not require such action.
There can be no doubt concerning the attitude of
of the members of the Convention of 1869 upon the subject. Hardly
had that body effected an organization when resolutions were intro-
(D- Laws of in., 1846.
(2) - See amendment clause of the Const, of 1848.
(3) - The article on "Commons", which was declared
to be a part of the^ constitution without being submitted. See
sched-
ule of Const, of 1848. The article dealt with certain commons
in the
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duced requiring the assent of the people to all changes which the
convention might propose. Some days later an attempt was made to
insert into the new constitution then being framed the old article
on commons, accompanied by a provision that it should become effect-
ive without submission to the people. The suggestion met with a
storm of disapproval, and was voted down at once(l). To make its
position clearer, the Convention inserted an express provision re-
quiring that all alterations thereafter proposed by conventions
should be sanctioned by a popular vote before they could become ef-
fective. The convention act of 18G7 had already made a similar pro-
vision concerning the work of that particular body.
The method employed in presenting the constitu-
tion proposed in 1870 was merely an enlargem.ent of the plan
adopted
twenty years before. As has been stated, the organic law of 1818
was
not submitted at all. The main body of the document dravm
up in 18^7
was submitted as a unit, with two articles to be voted
upon separate-
ly(?). The act of 1846, in calling the convention, had
provided for
•a separate submission of each article, but the
adoption of the plan
old French settlements in the American Bottoms.
(D- A resolution was likewise introduced providini
Tor an article on revenues also to go into effect f ^-^^f^/^^^f ^.^^
sion, but it received no consideration. Journal
and Debates of the
Convention of 1870, vol. 2, p. 1807.
(2)- Const, of 18^8,
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thus proposed was made subject to change by the convention itself(l).
A similar proviso was inserted in the act of 1867. One member of the
Convention of 1869 recommended a separate submission of each article
and each section concerning which there was serious dispute, but the
scheme was abandoned as Impracticable. As finally agreed upon the
document was voted upon as a whole, and eight sections or articles
were separately submitted. ( 2)
The Constitution of 1848 introduced the plan of
permitting the legislature to initiate proposed amendments, upon
which a referendum should then be taken. The convention-referendum
machinery was thus retained for use only in case extensive consti-
tutional alterations were contemplated, while the more practical
legislative-referendum system may be invoked to adopt specific amend
ments. To act as a safeguard against hasty action on the
part of the
general assembly, two successive legislatures were reouired
to take
favorable action upon a proposed amendment before it should
be sub-
mitted to the electors.
The wisdom of the dual method of effecting chang-
es in the constitution was recognized by the rrembers
of the Conven-
(D- Laws of 111., 1BA6, p8^«
(2)- Section 8 of the schedule of Const, of
1870.
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tion of 1869, and the plan was adopted by that body without a dis-
senting voice as a part of the fundamental law which they submitted.
'To insure the restriction of the use of the legislative-referendum
plan to secure specific amendments, the clause in the old document
to the effect that amendments to only one article may be proposed
at the same time, was retained; and to it was added another, pro-
hibiting amendments to the same article oftener than once in four
years. A provision requiring a two- thirds majority in each house of
the legislature was also Inserted in lieu of the stipulation that
two successive legislatures must pass upon such a proposition.
In addition to the above mentioned referendtim pro-
visions on constitutional law, there may be found scattered through-
out the text of the present constitution, four others of a state-
wide nature, but which affect statutory law only. The latter relate
to the enactment of banking laws or amendments thereto(l), to the
sale or lease of the Illinois and Michigan Canal(2), to appropri-
ations above ?^3,500,000 for the Capitol Grounds or State House at
Springfield(3) , and to increasing the indebtedness of the state
beyond $250,000(4).
(1)- Const, of 1870, art. 11, sec. 5.
(r)- Ibid., separate section on "Canal".
(3) - Ibid., art. 4, sec.33,
(4) - Ibid., art. 4, sec. 18.

8Only one In^tiance of a state-wide referendum pro-
vision on statutory law is to "be found in the Constitution of 18^8
and it relates to the creation of hanking corporations. The section
was called into operation but once, in 1851, when certain hanking
laws were submitted and approved by a very close vote(l). These lav/s
proved disastruous in many respects, and led to a desire to place
greater restrictions upon the power of the general assembly with
respect to this subject. Early in the Convention of 1869 a resolu-
tion was introduced virtually prohibiting legislation on the subject
of banks, but the section finally proposed by the Committee on Banks
and Currency contained a provision for legislation to be followed by
popular ratification. Except for the insertion of a minor clause(r),
the referendum portion finally adopted was copied verbatim from
the
former constitution.
A separate article in the constitution forbids the
sale or lease of the Illinois and Michigan Canal without a
submission
of the question to the electorate. At the time when
the convention
was in session in 1869, the state was anticipating an
immediate
settlement of all canal indebtedness, and the question of
the future
disposition of the waterway was a pressing one. Current
rumor
charged certain big interests with attempts tc secure
possession of
the canal, and popular sentiment, as voiced earl y
in the convention
~ (1). Vote for, 37,626; against, 31,405. Election
returns, 1851. Majority on the proposition required to carry.
(2). The clause inserted was "whether of issue, dif
count, or deposit, or any amendment thereto". Debates, pp
1679, 1671.
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by numerous resolutions, strongly opposed such a disposition( 1) . To
avoid such a contingency, the section, as reported "by the proper
committee, was framed in such a manner as to for*bid any future leg-
islature from disposing of t^e canal in any way whatsoever( . Pro-
minent merr.bers of the convention , however, took ^efxception to the
report on the gfound that, in case the project should prove a finan-
cial failure, the state would be left with no means of ridding it-
self of an undesirable burden. After seven days of heated debate
the suggestion was offered that a referendum clause be inserted and
the proposition framed to be voted upon as a separate section(3),
and this suggestion was finally accepted as the proper solution of
the problem.
The two remaining 'constitutional provisions for
state-wide referendum refer to money matters. The section reouiring
a referendum on the question of appropriations for the State House
met with no impoEtant objections 6n the convention. It was purely
temporary in nature, and ceased to have any significance after the
building was completed(4). <The purpose of the referendum provision
The members of the Convention of 1847 were practic^ly unanimous in
favor of a referendum on banking laws. Journal Conv. 1847, pp 7o ,
10/
(2) - Debates, Conv. 1870, p 210,
(3) - Ibid., p 320. For general discussion, pp309-3'©
(4) - Before this happened, however, it had called
forth three referenda. See Chapter. 2.
(1)- Debates, Conv. 1870, vol. 1, PP 81, 100.
1i ai
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was unquestionabljp to prevent the legislature from appropriating
public funds too extravagantly to beautify the Capitol.
Still another direct limitation on the power of the
legislature relates to state debts. In substance, this provision
invokes the referendum on all attempts to increase the indebtedness
of the state beyond 'the sum mentioned above. Another clause in the
same section declares that any law levying a tax to pay the inter-
est on such a debt must be submitted with the law authorizing the
debt. No discussion arose over these referendum provisions. The
preceding constitution had limited state indebtedness to ^50,000
and Had no referendum provision by which this amount might be increas-
ed. The Idea of providing for a popular vote upon the question
seems to have been taken from the Indiana constitution( 1)
.
This concludes the summary of constitutional pro-
visions for state-wide referenda. These provisions are, however,
supplemented by a statute of 1901, commonly known as the Public Op-
inion Law(2), which furnishes a further source for the submission of
many questions affecting the state at large. This law ppovides for
the submission of not more than three questions of general public
policy upon the initiation, by petition, of 10 per cent of the voters
of the state. The act was designed to serve as a guide to legisla-
(D- Debates Conv. 1870, vol. 1, p 93.
(2)- Kurd, 1905, p 967.
1f
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tors in the enactment of laws, for the vote on measures submitted
under It can have no other effect. But an expression of public opin-
ion obtained through the public policy act, although thus having
no legal binding force, may well serve to arouse the legislature to
pass desirable laws by emphasizing the win of the electorate. The
moral effect of a public policy vote may, therefore, be decidedly
pronounced •(!) The act also provides for the submisiaon of local
questions, but this phase of the statute will be mentioned later,(2)
(1) - It would seem, however, that the legislature
has not been inclined to take public opinion, as expressed through
the Public Policy Act, very seriously.
(2) - For a further discussion of public policy
measures, see pp IT"-
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Local Referendum.
In the preceding discussion reference has "been
made only to those referendum provisions which affect the state at
large. It was found that they were intended to serve as restrictions
on the powers of the legislature. There remains for consideration
those provisions which are limited in their operation to local com-
munities. In the last analysis, they, likewise, serve as restraints
upon legislative enactment, hut the primary intention of the framers
of the constitution seems to have been thus to express their belief
in the principle of local autonomy. This idea of obtaining local
self government had found ample expression in the earlier document
of leife, in which were inserted no less than four referendum pro-
visions applying to counties, and the Convention of 1869 confined
itself largely to amplifying those provisions, or considering the
advlsibility of adopting them as they stood.' In the recent amendment
adopted in 1904, the application of the principle was enlarged by
making it extend to municipalities, and, as a result, the pedple
'of Chicago enjoy the privilege of voting upon all legislative
measures affecting that city.
' The two sections of the present constitution which
deal with the subject of changing county b^oundaries, had their ex-
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act prototypes in the Constitution of 1R4B. The first of these pro-
vides for a referendum in the county from which territory is to he
taken. The vote must extend to the electors of the entire county,
hut only a majority of those voting on the question is required to
carry the proposition( 1) . The minority report of the Committee on
Counties proposed that the question of division should he left to
a two-thirds vote of the people of the territory affected rather
than to the entire county(r). This suggestion was overruled hecause
of fear that it would make the shifting of county houndary lines too
easy , and thus lead to changes altogether undesirahle. But the idea
which this suggestion emhodied was given expression in a provision
which gave the voters of the territory directly affected the power
to initiate the movement hy a hare ma3ority(3).
The second section in question necessitates a simi-
lar referendum in the county to which a proposed addition
is to he
made. Here, however, the proposition must receive the
assent not
merely of a majority of votes on the question, hut of a majority of
the legal voters of the county. There was an attempt
to amenld the
(D- Const. 1870, art. 10, sees. 2 and 3. Section
1 places some restriction upon the power of the
legislature hy re-
ouLtng that all counties must he at least 400 sq. mi.
in extent
and th!t county houndary lines cannot he drawn
within ten miles of
the county seat.
(2) - Dehates of Conv. 1870, vol. 1, P 307.
(3) - Const. 1870, art. 10, sec. 3.
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the section in order to make the conditions necessary for adoption
similar to those governing the referendum in counties from which
territory is to "be taken, but the proposal was rejected for reasons
that are not evident.
As the matter stands either of the two propositions
regarding changes in county "boundary' lines may "be submitted at a
general or a special election, except when the change is desired
in order to create an entirely new county. In this case the question
must be submitted at the next general eler;tion after the petition
has been presented(l). The question of creating a new county must
also receive a favorable majority of all votes cast at the election
in each of the counties interested.
The next section requiring a popular vote upon a
local measure refers to a referendum on the question of the removal
of county seats(?). The constitution in force when the convention
of 1869 was in session made a bare majority of the voters of a coun-
ty sufficient to carry a proposition of removal, but
experience had
proved that this requirement was not sufficiently stringent.
The
rapid growth of population in the state during the twenty
years im-
mediately preceding had been accompanied by frequent
shifting of
centers 4f population. This was true not only
throughout the state
(1)- Hurd*s Revised Statutes, 1905, p 561.
(Z)' Const. 1870, art. 10, sec 4.
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as a whole, but within counties, and led to frequent removals of
county seats to points more conveniently located for a majority of
the inhabitants. This process was invariably attended by certain
disadvantages, especially to the taxpayers, who keenly felt the in-
crease in the local tax rates that was made necessary to defray the
expanses incurred by such changes. It is not surprising, therefore,
to find that a strong sentiment existed in the convention in favor
of making a two-thirds majority of all the votes neccessary to re-
move county seats(l). A compromise fraction of three-fifths was
finally decided upon to replace the former provision requiring only
a bare majority, and, at the same time, it was agreed to submit the
section separately for the consideration of the electorate.
The
majority of three-fifths was, however, to be required only when Hhe
proposed removal was away from the center of the county;
otherwise
the assent of a bare majority was to be sufficient to carry t-e
pro-
position(2>. This section likewise forbids the submission
of tft-e
question of removal more than once in ten years.
The time when Questions for the removal of county
seats may be submitted h^s been set by the
legislature as the second
(1) - Debates of Conv., p 1503.
(2) - This exception was to go into effect
only in
case the three-fifths majority requirement -s
agreed to f
ers. The section received a favorable
vote of 127,077, wniie - ,
voted against it.
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Tuesday after the first Monday in NovemTberC 1) . Thus the submission
may or may not be had at a general election. As noted above, such
a proposition must receive a favorable vote of three-fifths of the
voters of the county. The question at once arose whether the "voters
of the county** meant the eligible voters, or the voters actually
participating at the election. A statute of 1872 clarified the point
by providing that the number of voters participating at a county
seat election shall be taken as prima facie evidence of the number
of legal voters entitled to vote on the question. But any taxpayer,
or either of the two cities interested, may contest the election,
in which case the courts may ascertain the total number of legal
voters entitled to a ballot on the question, regardless of whether
they actually voted, and to make a final determination whether the
proposition received a three-fifths majority of the total number
thus ascertained( 2)
•
In the Constitution of 1848 provision was made
for the organization of counties under the township
system, in case
a majority of the voters of the county should signify, at a
general
election, their desire to adopt the plan. Acting under
authority of
(D- Law of 1872 in Kurd, Revised Stat, 1905, 583.
fication for votin^
months in the county
art. 10, sec. 4.
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this section, forty-two counties considered the question favorably
at the November election of 1849, and six more in the following
year. I^^ several instances, however, the proposition polled only a
very small percentage of the total vote castMO, and the question of
the proper interpretation of the words "voters of the county" became
the source of divergent opinion. The courts construed the clause to
mean a majority of those actually voting, and in conformity with
this opinion, the word "voting" was inserted in the draft of the sec-
tion presented by the Committee on Township Organization in the Con-
vention of 1869. Otherwise the language of the former constitution
was not changed, although much opposition to the township system
developed in that body and the section called forth mueh discussion
before it was finally adopted.
Although the Constitution of 1848 had thus pro-
vided for township organization, it made mention of no means of
es-
cape from the system after it had once been adopted. The
assumption
was that if a referendum were necessary to adopt the
plan, a refer-
endum was likewise necessary to discard it, and the
courts had in
fact 80 h«ld. As a precautionary measure, however,
it was deemed
wise to prevent a possible adverse decision by the
insertion of a
(1)- Only one vote is recorded as having been cast
on the proposition in Rook Island County. It was
favorable. Election
Returns, 1849.
^^^^
^^^^^ Clinton, Hancock, Franklin, Jackson,
Marion, and White adopted it. Williamson, Union, and
Bond rejected
it. Election Returns, 1872, 1873, and 187^.
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clause providing for a referendum on the questidn' of abolishing the
township form of government. A suhseouent resolution, therefore,
embodying this idea, met with general approval. Within four years
after the adjournment of the constitutional convention, ten addition-
al counties had considered the feasibility of adopting the township
plan, of which number three rejected it by a large majority(l).
The one remaining constitutional provision for
a county referendum is that which necessitates a popular vote on the
question of assessment of county taxes above 75 cents per $100
valuatiori.<2) The wording of the section in which this provision is
found is very indefinite since it stipulates neither the conditions
under which the proposition shall be submitted, nor the majority
that shall be necessary for a favorable expression of opinion. The
statutes, however, have clarified these points by providing for the
submission at the county election after which the assessment is pro-
posed, and that a majority of votes on the proposition must he ob-
tained(3). When this section was first reported by the Committee
on Finance, it was accompanied by a corresponding restriction
on the
(1) - See note 2 on preceding page.
(3)- Law of 1903, Hurd, 1905, p 564.
(2) - Const., art. 9, sec. 8.

state taxing authority, to be effective until 1875. But the con-
vention disagreed with the committee on the wisdom of placing such
a limitation on the state's power to tax, and that portion of the
report was stricken out(l).
This completes the list of constitutional provi-
sions for referenda that were incorporated into the document as ad-
opted in 1870. Since then one amendment has been added which includes
three others, all applying specifically to Chicago(2). The consti-
tutional amendment of 1904 requires a referendum in Chicago
on all
legislation by the general assembly which concerns that city di-
rectly. All such laws may be submitted to the voters at
any general,
municipal, or special election, and require only a majority of votes
on the question to obtain their adoption. The local
legislative
body is also restricted in two respects. Ordinances
providing for
the issuance of city bonds must be ratified by
popular vote, as well
as all proposals to change the city boundary
lines. The stipulation
regarding addition of territory applies also to
the district to be
annexed, where a referendum vote must also
be taken.
The fact has already been mentioned that many
local
(D- Debates, Conv. 1870, P 1771.
(o). Amend. 1904, sec. 34, art. 4 of the c
10 IC>
'
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ireferenda in Illinois are not based upon any of the constitutional
provisions mentioned above, "but upon legislative acts, made operative
in any local community only after a favorable popular vote therein.
The liquor local option law may be cited as an illustration of leg-
islation of this sort; but the field is a broad one, and includes
such questions as the creation of parks, drainage districts, issu-
ance of bonds by local authorities, the establishment of local tuber-
culosis sanitariums, and the erection of monuments for soldiers and
Bailors. The list might be greatly extended. The constitutionality
of legislation, the effectiveness of which in a particular locality,
Is made contingent upon a referendum, has been frequently attacked
on the ground that it is a delegation of legislative power. The
courts of Illinois, however, have invariably held to the decision
laid down in the leading case of the People vs. Reynolds( l) , which
upheld the validity of a statute of 1847, providing for a referen-
dum of this sort. The act in question proposed to divide
Gallatin
County, and was to go into effect only after a favorable
vote of the
people of that county. The court based its decision upon
the theory
that the general assembly may well authorize agents to
act for it
in certain particulars, and that such did not necessarily
constitute
(1)- 5 Oilman 2.

a delegation of general legislative authority. It said: A law may
depend upon a future event or contingency for its taking effect and
that contingency may arise from the voluntary acte of others". An act
of 1867 designed to prevent domestic animals from running at large
in certain counties, the act to become effective only upon the ap-
proval of the voters of each county affected, was likewise held
valid(l); as was a statute of 1869 providing for a local referendum
upon the question of establishing a park district in Chicago(?).
Thus the validity of this type of legislation, applying to local
communities, is, in this state, beyond Question. Whether or not the
same rule would apply to such statutes affecting the state at large
is doubtful, although the language used by the court in the first
case cited above is perhaps sufficiently broad to cover
legislation
of that sort(3).
The only remaining source of local referendum in
Illinois is the Public Opinion Law of 1901(4) which has already
been
discussed in connection with state-wide questions. As has
been stated
(1) - Erlinger vs. Boneau, 51 111. 100.
(2) - People vs. Salomon, 51 111 53. See also
Schweiker vs Husser, 146 111 431 ( 1893> and Rouse
vs Thompson (1907)
228 111 536.
(5)-People vs Reynolds. In substarce, the court
declared that it must be left to the discretion of
the
^^g^^^^^'^^^^^^
to determine upon how many persons or how few
the power to determine
the effectiveness of a law shall be vested.
(4)- Hurd, 1905, p 967.
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the oblect of the law is not to secure a popular vote upon legisla-
tive measures, but to furnish an instrument through which the voters
may express their opinion upon questions of general policy. The law
limits to three the total number of public policy questions at any
single election, but this provision does not prevent the submission
of three local questions on the same ballot with three state-wide
questions of this nature. Local questions may be proposed by peti-
tions containing the signatures of 25 per cent of the registered
voters in the locality in which the vote is taken.

CHAPTER TWO.
THE WORKING OP THE STATE- V IDE KEPERENDUM.
The Illinois constitution of 1870 contains sever-
al specific provisions for state-wide referenda. In addition to a
popular vote on all proposed changes in the fundamental law(l), a
referendum is required on the question of disposing of the Illinois
and Michigan Canal lands(?), on incurring state indebtedness above
a certain suin(3), on acts or amendments thereto creating banking
corporations(4), and on additional appropriations for the state
hou8e(5). The Public Opinion Law of 1901 enlarged the field of the
referendum by providing for the submission of ouestions of public
policy, the result to be considered merely as an expression
of
public sentiment. This law, and the constitutional provisions
men-
tioned above, constitute the sum total of all sources for
referenda
affecting the entire state.
^
The constitutions of 1818 and 1848 provided for
even fewer opportunities for a popular vote on public
measures .
The earlier of these documents contained only one
section relating
(1). The Question of calling a constitut iohal con-
ention must be submitted. Likewise all
^^^^^f
-onvention, as well as all amendments proposed by
the legislature.
Const, of 111., Art. 14, Sections 1 and
(?)- Ibid., separate section.
(S). Ibid., Art. 4, Sec. 18. The constitutional
limitation on indebtedness without a referendum
is $2?0.000.
(4) - Ibid., Art. 11, Sec. 5.
(5) - Ibid., Art. 4, Sec. 3^. By additional
appro-
priations is meant all above $3,500,000.
• •J «
J
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to a referendum of any sort, and It dealt with the question of
calling a constitutional convention. The second constitution en-
arged the total number of possible questions so as to include two
others. The first of these made all amend-nents proposed by two sue-
cessive legislatures subiect to popular ratification^ while an ad-
ditional clause was inserted providing for a referendum on all acte
of the legislature creating banking corporations. The latter is
the only provision for a state-wide referendum on statutory law in
Illinois that can be found prior to 1870.
The conditions governing the submission and ad-
option of state-wide measures should be noted at the outset.
All
questions of this nature for which a referendum is provided
must
be submitted at general elections , except the work of
constitution-
al conventions, which may be submitted at a special
election if
that body so orders. Measures submitted under the
Public Policy
Act, being merely expressions of public opinion,
are not, of cour«,
dependant upon a definite majority for success. Acts concerning
banking corporations require for adoption simply
a majority vote
on the proposition. All other measures,
whether constitutional or
statutory in nature, must receive a majority of the
total vote at
the election. The effect which this
reouirement has had upon the
success of measures will be discussed at
length on succeeding
pages.
^ r r-
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Sinee Illinois was admitted into the Union in
1B18 no less than fifty-two separate propositions have been referr-
ed to the people for consideration. Of this number all but fifteen
have been subsequent to 1870, when the present constitution was
adopted. With but one exception every general election since 1877
has witnessed the submission of one or more measures for popular
de-
cision. Furthermore the referendum has been used at least once in
every instance where provision has been made for it(l). Three
con-
stitutions have been submitted. That of 1848 was accompanied by
two
sections reauiring separate consideration. Five separate
sections
were submitted with the constitution of 186?, and eight
with that
of 1870. iThe convention clause of the first
constitution was called
into operation three times. The period from 1848 to
1870 witnessed
three referenda in addition to the submission of
the constitution
•of 1862. Two of these were upon the
question of calling constitu-
tional conventions and the third was upon the
banking law of 1851.
Since 1870 ten constitutional amendments have
been voted upon. In addition the state
house appropriation clause
has been referred three times, acts amending
the banking laws four
times, and the Illinois and Michigan Canal
clause twice. To these
. (1). The question of a $?0, 000, 000 bond issue,
submitted in 1908, although technically
.n ame^^^^^^
•ate section of the constitut on
^^^f^^'^^ ,^^3^^^,™;^e constitu-
In point of fact incurring state
indebtedness oeyona
tional limit.
' f • r
ft \,\ t m,
.
Tiay be added the nine questions of public policy submitted since
901. I
It will be noted that prior to 1870 all proposi-
tions submitted to the people, with the exception of the banking law
of 1851, were constitutional in nature. Since then cuestions in-
volving statutory law or measures submitted under the public policy
act have outnumbered those involving |changes in the constitution it-
self. In fact the period of referendum on statutory law ^p.y be said
to date from the adoption of the present constitution.
This brief summary is perhaps sufficient to in-
dicate the extent to which referendum provisions have been
used.
Closely related to the question of frequency of submission
of meas-
ures is that as to the interest shown by the electorate
in propo-
sitions referred to them for consideration. This element
of popular
interest is of the utmost importance because upon the
extent of its
presence depends, in the last analysis, the success
of the refer-
endum as a means of obtaining an expression of the
popular will.
While its importance is thus great the difficulty
of determining its
character and extent is even greater.
By comparing the total vote cast on a proposi-
tion with the total number of electors eligible
to vote thereon or
1th the total vote for candidates for office
at the same election,
percentage may be obtained which can be taken
as prima facie evi-
dence of the degree of Interest shown.
Such evidence, although
serving as a satisfactory working basis,
cannot be accepted as con-
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'elusive. If it could be the proposition submitted in 18*^4 on the
question of calling a constitutional convention would have to be
conceded first place from the standpoint of interest. On this, the
first referendum in the history of the state, 11,4^-^ voters voted
for or against the proposition, while the total vote for candidates
for Congress at the same election was 11,865. In other words over
96 per cent of the electors rendered an opinion on the measure. But
this txcellent showing is probably not due so much to interest on
the part of the voter as to other factors which will be discussed
later.^ When the convention question was submitted in 1846 and in
1868 the percentages were in round numbers 72 and 81 respective! y( 1
)
On all other occasions when measures were submitted under the first
two constitutions no percentage can be obtained. Either incomplete
returns render such impossible or the negative vote on the propo-
sitions was not recorded.
Beginning with 1870 and extendine: through 1890
various propositions were submitted which called forth an
expression
of opinion from an average of 76 per cent of the
voters participa-
ting in the elections(2). The state house appropriation
measure,
when submitted in 1877, received 73 per cent of the
total vote, and
3\ .
(D- See page i^. , . o
»(2)- The two m.easures of 1884 are not included
be-ause the negative vote was not recorded in the
election returns.
AS the success^f these measures was determined P-^^^f^^^^
of tfie affirmative vote to the total vote at
the election, it was
not considered necessary to keep a record of the
negative vote.
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in 188?, 74 per cent. In 1888 and 1890 the banking law amendments
polled 68 percent and 79 per' cent respectively. The votes on the
various constitutional amendments show no marked variation from the
aT50ve averages. The first, submitted in 1878, received approximate-
ly 79 per cent of the votes for candidates; the second, (1880) 69
per cent; the fourth, (1886) 83 per cent; and the fifth, (1690)
82
per cent. Thus the lowest per cent during this period
which any
measure received was 68.4, cast upon the banking act of 1888,
and
the highest was 8?'.8 received by the
constitutional amend-
ment of 1886 abolishing contract convict labor. At
first glance these
figures would seem to indicate a rather remarkable
degree of inter-
est in propositions referred for popular
decision.
Beginning with 1892, however, and continuing for
a period of eight years, the returns
on such propositions present an
entirely different aspect. The amendment
submitted in 1892 attracted
only 20 per cent of the voters at
the election. A similar result
was obtained upon measures appearing
upon the ballots of 1894, 1896,
and 1898, each of which received less
than 25 per cent of the total
vote.
Another abrupt change is noted in
ISOr, and from
this time on through and Including
the three measures of puhllo
on
ic'l a»Jov en.
. .e
1o a«
policy presented in November, 1910, from 55 to 75 per cent of the
voters marked the referendum ballot. In this series the banking
amendment act of 1908 received the least attention, slightly less
than half the voters committing themselves, while the constitu-
tional amendment proposed on the same ballot polled over 76 per
c«nt of the entire vote, which was greater than that accorded any
other measure since 1890. It may also be noted that only
during
the last eight years has any considerable fluctuation in
the size
of votes on various measures appeared, which might
indicate the
presence of something akin to intelligent discreet ion
on the part
of the voter. Up to 1892 the percentage of
the total vote v/as some-
what uniform from year to year, while from 1B9?
to 190? this uni-
formity Is even more marked though the actual
vote v;as much small-
er. After 1902, however, the variation
in percentage is more noti-
ceable and apparently bears some relation
to the character of the
question submitt.d.
The sltDatlon may be stated briefly
as follows!
Prior to 1870 referenda were too
Ir.freouent or the returns too in-
co™.lete to be valuable a. a source
of study. For twenty years
following the adoption of the
constitution of 1870 a consistent
use Of us referendum provisions
was made In which an average
of
.hree-fourths of the electors
participated. Following this was
a
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was Invoked less often. Each measure suhmltted between these two
dates received less than one-kftt'of the entire vote at the elec-
tion. Finally, from 190?. to 1910, there has heen an increase
In the
use of the referendum with the vote on measures ranglno: from
one-
half to two-thirds of the total vote at the election.
The Mftory of
the referendum since 1870 thus divides Itself automatically
into
three distinct periods, each being characterized by
a !T,arked uni-
formity m the size of votes on measures, and each differing
from
the others In the proportion which this vote
bears to the total vote.
A glance at the last column of the
table appended will serve to em-
phasize these characteristics.
The variation thus revealed in the size
of the
vot.8 during these three periods deserves
special consideration.
Assuming that the size of the vote
represents, In a general way.
the amount of interest shown by the
electorate, a natural explana-
tion for the variation might lie ir
the character of the ouestlons
submitted. But a glance at the measures
submitted shows that when
practically the same question was
referred In different periods the
attention which It received varied
considerably. Thus the act to
amend the banking laws submitted
in 1896 was not Inherently
differ-
ent from those submitted in
1890 and 1907. Yet the fo^er polled
onl,
per cent respectively. *galn.
the remedy sought in the
proposed
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oonstltutlonal amendments of 189? and 1896 was similar to that of
the amendment proposed in 1904 but the first two received only
20
per cent and 25 per cent of the entire vote while the percentage
of
the latter, submitted in a different period, was 71. A
study ofr,the
character of the questions, therefore, fails to furnish
a satisfact-
ory explanation for the changes In the size of
the votes.
Another explanation is suggested by the fact that
important changes have been made in the methid of
submitting propo-
sitions, and by the still more slgn,lf leant
fact that the dates of
these Changes coincide with the dates
which mark the begirnlng or
close Of the periods Just described.
The Official Ballot law, passed
in 189f.aterially affected the method
of submitting ouestlons, as
did the separate Ballot law of 1899.
It will be noted that the adop-
tion Of these two laws mark the
beginning or close of the periods
representing the wide changes In the
proportion of voters expressing
ltV„„selves on questions. study of
the manner of presenting meas-
ures is therefore necessary to a complete understanding of the
re-
sults •
Prior to 1848, when the second constitution of
Illinois was adopted, all voting was done viva voce.
When the voter
approached the polls he was asked not only to name
his choice of
candidates but, if a referendum were pending, to
vote yes or no on
it. Under the circumstances the natural thing
for him to do was to
^91
V
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answ«r affirmatively or negatively rather than refuse to answer to
at all. The result was that nearly every elector expressed some sort
of an opinion on such measures as is shown "by the election returns
considered aboveCl).^ The viva voce method of voting was, therefore,
sufficient of itself to insure large returns on measures without as-
suming any great interest therein on the part of the public.
After the adoption of the constitution of 1848
the practice of viva voce voting was abandoned for that of the
printed ballot. Under the latter system the duty of printing the
ballots devolved upon the political parties, and incidentally, also,
the duty of carrying out the necessary legal provisions governing the
submission of public measures. The legislature of 1877 prescribed
a uniform rule for the submission of all proposed constitutional
amendments. An act of that year stipulated that either the affirma-
tive or the negative side of such a proposition should be "written
or printed" on the ballot. This left the parties that prepared the
ballots much discretion. In the first place, they determined whether
or not a measure should be written or printed. If written, nothing
was placed upon the ballot and the voter was left to mark it as he
saw fit. If, on the other hand, the printed form was used, each
party determined which side of the question should appear upon its
(1)- See page 2'7'
«
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ballots, and the measure as printed was counted as so voted unless
the voter took the precaution to scratch itCl). The political part-
ies thus came to assume large control over the method of submitting
proposed amendments, and it Is clear that the legislature intended
that this should he the case. ^
'
With regard to measures other than constitution-
al amendments each act providing for the referendum provided also
for the method of submission. In general the wordingr of such acts
wa? similar to that of the law of 1877 but a few deviations may be
noted. In 1884, on the occasion of the third submission cf the state
house appropriation ouestion, the act specifically declared that the
affirmative only should be printed upon the ballots. In other cases
the parties were invariably given a wider range of discretion
than
they had with respect to constitutional amendments by
the provision
that Questions may be "written or printed or partly written
or part-
ly printed" on the ballots. The additional words
-partly written or
partly printed" would permit printing the measure
ir. its proper form
preceded by a blank space in which the voter might
insert "for" or
"against". Such a scheme would make it necessary
for the voter to
(1)- Thus if the Republican party favored a
pro-
T&B equivalent to a negative vote.
• if
mark a measure if he wished to vote upon it, otherwise the ballot
would not count as a vote upon the proposition.
The laws governing the submission of questions
during the period of the party ballot thus left political parties
one of three alternatives. They mi^ht, in the first place, omit all
mention of the measure on the ballot; secondly, they might print
either the affirmative or the negative of the measure; or finally,
they might, except in the case of constitutional amendments,
print
the measure in full with a blank space in which the voter might ex-
press either his approval or disapproval.
In actual practice the parties invariably took
advantage of the second alternative and printed one side of the
auestion only. By this means they practically secured a direct
party
party vote on all referendum propositions( 1 ) . When the stat'e
house
appropriation measure was submitted in 1877 the Republican party,
then m power and strongly favoring the grant, urged the local
narty
co-^jnittees to have only the affirmative printed on the
party ballot.
The appropriation was defeated by equally strenuous
efforts along
(1)- This expedient of securing a straia;ht party
vote on questions submitted to a popular vote has been
resorted to
in recent years in Hebraska and Ohio. By this system
a voter, on
voting the oart^ ticket, votes automatically on the
'^e^sur*;
W P. Dodd, Revision and Amendment of State
Constitutions, p. 188.
^HU i
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similar lines by its opponents( 1) . The same experience was repeated
in 188?; but in 1884, when the ouestlon was submitted for the third
time, both of the leading parties approved ftnd, as has been mention-
ed, the act providing for the submission insured its success by
stipulating that the affirmative only should appear upon the ballot.
In affect the legislature thus determined in advance what the popu-
|
lar will on the appropriation should be, and the submission of the
measure became nothing more than a mere formality reouired by law
but practically valueless as an expression of popular opinion. In
1878, when the drainage amendment was under consideration and \mop-
posed, its friends openly admitted that the plan of printing one
side of the question was the only means of securing a sufficiently
large vote, since constitutional amendments reouired a majority of
the total vote at the election. It would therefore seem that the plan
was recognized as a necessary expedient to overcome general indiffer-
ence and secure the requisite majority of votes. Again in 1886 both
parties were, nominally at least, favoring the convict labor amendmert
The Democratic central committee arranged to print the affirmative
only on the ballot of that party, "assuming that the people are a
unit for it"(2). The Republicans, however, adopted the "novel"
scheme
(D- The Springfield Journal, Oct. 9, 1877, gives
a facsimile of the Sangamon County Republican ticket.
(?)- See an editorial in the Illinois State Reg-
ister, Oct. 31, 1886. Also Springfield Journal, 9ct. 30, of the
same year.
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of printing both sides of the question iiAd were at once charged with
designs to defeat the amendment. In defense of its position the
party maintained that such was necessary in order to secure an In-
telligent expression of opinion from the voter, "but this argument
was generally regarded as having little merit(l).
The adoption of the official ballot act of 1891
brought to an end these artificial devices for securing large votes
on referendum measures. Henceforth public measures were printed on
the official ballot with blank spaces both for favorable and un-
favorable marks, but with no provision by which a straight party
vote would count either for or against such measures. By this system
a measure, to be voted upon at all, must be marked either affirma-
tively or negatively. To vote upon a proposition thus meant that the
voter casting the ballot must give it some attention whereas prior
to 1891 he might have been on record as having voted on such a meas-
ure although actually unaware of its oxt&tone eT^As a result all
measures submitted between 1891 and 1899 reauirincr a maiority of all
votes cast at the election were defeated through failure on the part
of the voters to give them consideration^^) . It was not Ions: before
public spirited citizens awoke to the fact that the ballot act of
(D- The party was also accused of disloyalty
to the measure on other grounds. See separate pamphlet in the 1311.
State Reg., Nov. 2, 1886
(?)- The banking? law of 1898, which, as stated
above, required only a majority on the proposition, became law with
*v,^ «rxrsr.oval 14- x^QT cottt of the votovs at the election.
V
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1891 rendered favorable action on a referendum proposition almest
impossible, for no measure, however important, attracted more than
one voter in every four who voted for candidates.
The resulting separate ballot law of 1899 was
unquestionably intended as another practicable device for overcom-
ing popular inertia. It stipulated that all public measures of any
sort should be submitted on a separate ballot from that upon which
the names of candidates appeared. The secretary of state is reauired
to prepare a statement for the little ballot setting forth in de-
tail the portion of the constitution or laws affected by the con-
templated changes together with a concise description of the proposed
alteration( 1). These statements are intended to clarify the propo-
sition for the voter, but it is to be doubted if the desired result
has in all cases been realized(2).
(1) - Amend, to the Official Ballot Act, 1891.
Laws of 111., 1899, pp. 151, 216.
(2) - For instance the banking law amendment ap-
peared in 1908 as follows:
"Proposed Amendment to General Banking Law.
Amending sections 4, 5, 10, and 11 of the Gener-
al Banking Law. (Laws, 1907, p 52.)"
In 1906 aiDDeared the following:
"Proposition to sell certain lands of the Illinois and
Michigan Canal.
Shall that part and portion of the Illinois and
Michigan canal and the ninety(90) foot strip on each side
thereof
Which lie northerly from the point where the northerly
nresent channel of the sanitary district of Chicago J.^^^
Joliet, 2111 County, 111., in sections together
with all prop-
erty l^nds, lots, literals, feeders, locks, and
gates which are a
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The separate ballot has had a decisive effect
upon the number of votes cast on public :neasures. The Chicago Char-
ter amendment of 1904 received the attention of 71 per cent of the
voters whereas a proposed amendment designed to solve the same
problems which was submitted in 1896 had attracted only 21 per cent.
Other factors, however, contributed to swell the sum total in the
former instance, foremost among which should be mentioned the stren-
uous campaign conducted by residents of Chicago to arouse the indiff
erent voter(l). The situations are, therefore, not exactly parallel.
The submission of two banking amendments affords a juster compari-
son. Only 20 per cent of the voters expressed an interest in the
measure of 1898, while in 1908 a similar act on a separate ballot
was voted upon by 49 per cent. On both accasions practically no ex-
planation of the propositions was made prior to the elections. The
part of said portion of said canal to be sold at public venue (ven-
due) to the highest and best bidder for cash after giving at least
ninety (90) days previous notice of such proposed sale by publica-
tion in at least one newspaper of general circulation published
daily in each of the cities of Chicago and Joliet, as an entirety or
in such parcels as the Governor and Canal Commission shall deter-
mine to be for the best interests of the state with power to the
Canal Commission to reserve the right to reject any and all bids and
and m case bids or any parts thereof are rejected to readvertise and
sell the same and also to execute the necessary deed or deeds to con-
vey the title to the respective parcels sold to the purchaser or
purchasers thereof. (Laws, 1905, p401.)''
(1)- The amendment pr^nosed in 1896 sought to
amend the amending clause to enable the legislature to propose
am-
endments to more than one article at a time.

"banking acts and the charter amendment are only two instances of
what the separate ballot act has done to facilitate the adoption of
propositions submitted to a popular vote. It has placed the success
of a referendum measure once more within the bounds of possibility( 1)
Just to what extent this increased percentage of
popular vote represents an increased interest on the part of the
voter cannot, of course, be determined conclusively. When a sepa-
rate ballot is placed In the hands of the voter at the polls he will
be inclined to mark it in some fashion. Rather than throw away the
ballot he will vote it, even without regard to the merits of its
contents. Such a vote does not indicate any interest in the measure
but is the result of the automatic working of the separate ballot
ballot process. This phenomenon doubtless accounts for a large part
of the increased vote on measures submitted in the last decade, and
to this extent the large poll does not indicate a greater interest.
The additional vote may not, however, be entirely
worthless. When as is often the ease, the separate ballot presents
the question to the voter for the first time, any judgment that he
may exorcise in voting it must of necessity be a snap- judgment . The
value of an opinion expressed under such circumstances will depend
(1)- Other states have had a similar experience
with the separate ballot. In Idaho referendum measures
submitted in
1906 and 1908 on a separate ballot received almost twice
the number
of votes cast on measures submitted during the years
immediately
preceding when such a ballot was not used. South Dakota
^^r likewise
increased the size of referendum votes by the same m.ethod.
See T.
F. Dodd, Revision and Amendment of State Constitutions, p
279.
> 1 .
" '. V
• ^ •) fi t • T V » -7 n ^ »n i
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entlrely upon the nature of the Question. If it he simple, easily
comprehended, and of some general interest , the average elector
will "be reasonably well qualified to formulate an Intel lif^ent opin-
ion on the spur of the moment; vshereas if it he complex, technical,
or of interest only to some particular locality, the vote is hound
to be less valuable because such questions demand special knowledge
which is not likely to be available. Thus votes of this character
may be of real value on questions of general public policy and only
on such Questions. But whatever worth they may possess they cannot
be said to express an added interest in the questions themselves.
Because, therefore, of the ballot conditions
under which questions were submitted, the election returns on pub-
lic measures prior to 1891 are of themselves valueless from the
standpoint of interest inasmuch as they furnish no clue for deter-r
mining what part of the vote wasmechanieal and what part was due to
the voter's initiative. They do become extremely valuable, however,
for this very purpose when compared with returns on measures sub-
mitted between 1891 and 1899 under the general official ballot, and
between 1900 and 1910 with the separate ballot. During the nineties
the electors received no assistance in the form of ballot devices
to draw their attention toward referenda, and less than one-fourth
of them voted on such measures. Some voters unquestionably refrained
from marking such propositions with the deliberate intention of
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thereby voting against them, for it was common knowledge that this
was an effective and easy method of defeating a referendum measure.
In particular cases some newspapers openly urged the voters to re-
ject certain referenda in just this way(l). On the whole, however,
the failure to vote on measures indicates in no uncertain way a de-
cided lack of interest on the part of the electorate. Prior to 18 9I
many votes were unquestionably cast without the knowledge of the
voters who cast them. Between 1891 and 1899 there was no opportuni-
ty for automatic voting and this element of the vote was eliminated.
As a result measures received on an average ahout one- third as many
votes as they had been receiving under the party "ballot system, al-
though they received perhaps about the same degree of popular at-
tention. Since 1899 the separate ballot has increased the size of
votes on measures by reintroducing to some extent automatic ballot-
ing, but under conditions which compel the elector to do his own
voting. This increase must also be attributed in^oart to the fact
that many of the Questions have been intelligible to the average
voter and of more or less direct interest to him. Even then, with all
the facilities offered by the separate ballot, a total average of
only 60 per cent of all voters at the elections expressed their
opinion on referendum prooosi tions
.
(1)- Springfield Journal, 189?, Nov. 2, 7, and 8.
1
This absence of popular interest in measures is
likely to manifest itself even in the vote which is cast, and in
such a way as to give a distinct advantage to those questions that
appear at the head of the hallot. Thus the position of a measure may
vitally affect the result. Especially is this true when a larce
number of questions appear at a single election and when a senarate
ballot is employed. After marking the first question or the first
two or three ouestions the elector is apt to feel a sense of duty
done and decline to trouble himself with the remaining measures.
This tendency has had very little effect upon propositions submitted
in Illinois mainly because only a few Questions have ever been sub-
mitted at one tlme(l). There is, however, an indication of its pre-
sence on at least one occasion. The Chicago Charter amendment head-
ed the ballot in 1904, followed by three public policy ouestions,
and the attention which each received varied directly with its dis
tance from the top(?). On the other hand the last ouestion in 1902
received the greatest share of attention, while in the recent elec-
tion (November, 1910) the last polled more votes than the second
(1) - Except where entire constitutions and
special articles were submitted at special elections no more
than
four propositions have appeared on the same ballot.
Sometimes, how-
ever, to the state-wide questions are added numerous
others of a
local nature, so that the voter is often confronted
with a formida-
ble array of measures.
(2) - 70 per cent on the amendment, 61 per cent
on the first public policy question, 57 per cent
on the second, and
56 per cent on the third.
• b
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but not so many as the first*
Aside from the form in which a question appears
upon the ballot another factor vitally affecting the popular vote
vpon any referendum measure is the amount of publicity which it re-
ceives on the eve of the election at which it is submitted. This is
especially true when the questions are of a nature not directly af-
fecting the interests of the ordinary voter!,' and most of the meas-
ures for which the constitution provides a referendum are of this
sort(l). Pew attempts seem to have beer, made in the past to meet this
pressing need. No more tha>^ two or three instances can be found in
which anything resembling concerted effort was made to familiarize
the voter with a proposed measure. This fact may go far to explain
the rather discouraging results that have been described.
Even during the period of the party ballot, before
18P1, some evidence may be obtained as to the effect which a cam-
paign of publicity and discussion produced upon the resulting vote.
The proposed amendment to abolish contract convict labor, submitted
m 1886, called forth mi^ h discussion. Very early in the campaign
representative newspapers of the state began to consider the ques-
tion, devoting liberal editorial as well as news space to it(?).
(1) - Neither the sale of canal lands nor amend-
ments to banking acts are likely to enthuse the voter, while
consti-
tutional amendments may or may not be of general interest.
(2) - The 111. State Register and Springfield
Journal, the latter of which urged all state newspapers
to inaugur-
ate a policy of general dlscusBlon.
A•
J •;0
•r
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The measure was of itself a popular one and needed only a general
awakening of public sentiment to insure its success. Politically it
met no opposition for both of the leading parties gave it unouali-
fied endorsement in their platforms. General newspaper discussion
was supplem^ted by efforts of the State Board of Labor Statistics.
This Board prepared a small pamphlet of 150 pages containing a dis-
cussion of the results of nrison labor and the effect of the system
upon labor in general. The contents of this pamohlet were condem-
natory of the existing practice and thousands of copies were distri-
buted among the voters as campaign literature. Labor organizations
were directly responsible for the proposal of the amendment,
and did
some effective campaigning for the measure. A few days before
the
election a small leaflet was prepared, addressed to the workingmen
of the state, and containing instruction on how to vote
for the
amendment
•
These attempts to enlighten the public and
attract attention to the proposition are mentioned because
they seem
to have been unusual in the early history of the
state-wide refer-
endum. Previous measures had indeed been the sub,1ect of
newspaioer
comment usually in the form of short and infrequent
editorials( l)
.
(1)- The Springfield Journal, which may be taken
as typical, devoted three editorials and no ^^^^^ ^^^^^^/^ lU'll'
ift7ft. nne editorial for the two nropositions of 18B4, wniie
contialt'l^'r aM:n^:nt In 1886 flUed pa.e after page
of news
Space
•
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But the contract labor amendment furnishes the only Instance before
1891 when a definite attempt was made to interest and enlighten the
TOters. The showing at the election would seem to indicate that the
effort was worth while for this amendment was voted upon by a larger
percentage of the electorate than any other proposition submitted
under the same conditions and with other factors substantially the
same •
The half-hearted attempts at publicity during
the succeeding years may be passed over as unworthy of special men-
tion(l). Prior to 1891 there was ordinarily no need for \indue exer-
tion in this respect, for the success of a measure could be more
easily assured by the method of printing only the affirmative of the
question on the party ballots. Under the official ballot law of 1891
three successive defeats of proposed constitutional ar<endinents were
necessary to convince the public that a measure could not hope to be
successful without extraordinary efforts being made to overcome the
indifference and ignorance of the voters(P). When, therefore, the
Chicago Charter amendment was submitted in 1904 every possible ef-
(l)-The only mention of referendum measures to be
found are short editorials of endorsement or denunciation. In 1B9P
the Springfield paoers cited above contained one or two editorials
each. Propositions of 1894 and 1896 received relatively the same
amoiint of attention.
(?)- In 1904 Mr. Deneen, then candidate for governor,
declared that the constitutional amendment then pending was not
threatened by open hostility but by ignorance and indifference. He
cited as an examole an instance from southern Illinois where
60
voters were Questioned concerning the proposed amendment. All ex-
1W 30-
f ' '.'""^ 1 rr^^' ' *
^
f t
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fort was Bade to accomplish this task. The details of some of the
methods employed in this campaign furnish a striking example of what
nay be done to arouse interest in propositions submitted to popular
vote •
The proposed amendment was submitted at the fall
election of 1904. As early as the summer of 1903 the executive com-
mittee of the new Chicago charter convention selected a publicity
committee to advertise the measure. This committee worked in con-
junction with the Referendum League of Illinois and other organi-
zations to effect its ends. Although the proposition became an imO
portant factor in the political campaign, it was strictly non-
partisan. Late in January, 1904, the Republic^.n central committee
adopted resolutions urging all voters, regardless of party, to vote
for the amendment. The state and local conventions were asked to
take similar action. During the course of the campaign candidates
for office strongly urged its adoption(l). The press of the state
lead by the Chicago dailies generously assisted in arousing inter-
cept one confessed to absolute ignorance and that one
revealed his
Ignorance by his explanation.
(1)- Mr. Deneen and Mr. Stringer, both candi-
dates for governor, favored it in several of
their addresses.
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est(l), while various "business interests gave it emphatic support.
(?) It is estimated that over 3,000,000 pieces of literature were
distributed in various ways. On one day alone 50,000 pamphlets
were sent through the mails to voters.
(1) - The Galesburg Republican-Register in one
issue appeared with a four column editorial endorsing the charter
amendment, and St, Louis papers, reaching the great m.ass of voters
in southern Illinois, also contributed to the cause. On one occa-
sion an attractive cartoon containing an injunction to vote for the
the amendment was prepared and distributed among the press of the
state, and on the eve of the election this cartoon appeared simul-
taneously in 15^5 papers.
(2) - Bankers, brokers, and real estate men in
particular subscribed liberally to the cherter campaign fund. At a
convention of the Bankers' Association of Illinois early in Novem-
ber, resolutions were adopted reouesting all banks in the state to
exert their influence to secure votes for the measure. The real es-
tate board in Chicago cooperated with the Civic Federation and the
publicity committee already mentioned. One Chicago Daily devoted its
cartoon space to a typewritten letter containing a careful resume
of all favorable arguments likely to anpeal to the country voters,
and during the campaign over 4500 copies of this letter were fur-
nished to the business men of the city, who inserted them into their
business correspondence with voters outside of Cook County.
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The camTDaign did not stop until the polls closed
on election day, when special efforts were made to hrin^ out the
voter. With a fund of $30,000 at its disposal the publicity committee
of the charter convention assigned a small army of 8,000 men to
work in the :^,84l election precincts of the state. Over five thous-
and of these were paid by the committee for their services, while
hundreds of volimteers were drawn from the colleges and universi-
ties. Several large business houses of Chicago loaned their employ-
ees to the committee for the day, while the regular precinct work-
ers, regardless of party affiliations, also helped(l). As a final
appeal, cards, explaining: the method of voting the "little ballot"
(?) iwere handed to the voters when they approached the polling
places.
In view of these extraordinary efforts it is in-
teresting to note what effect if any the campaign produced upon the
final vote. In the returns we find that 1,089,000 votes were
cast
at the election; 678,000 votes were cast for t>^e amendment and
94,000 against it. Thus about 71 per cent of the electors
voted upon
the proposition. Other measures found on the same ballot
but not
80 extensively advertised and discussed polled about 58
per cent of
(1) - They were decor? t^d with rhite badges
bearing the legend "Vote yes for the charter amendment".
(2) - The separate ballot is popularly known as
the "little ballot" to distinoruish it from the
large ballot upon
which the names of candidates appear.
1iO * i
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the total voted). Considerino; the ouestion from the other noint of
view, 29 per cent, or almost one-third of those voting for candi-
dates at the election could not be induced to consider the "little
ballot". This is equivalent to saying that a public mear^ure, receiv-
ing practically as much attention in a political campaign as the
candidates for office, attracted about two-thirds as many votes.
The ouestion of the $20,000,000 bond issue, pre-
sented as a constitutional amendment in 1908, is another example of
a measure favored with much publicity(2) . The large vote which it
received as compared with the votes on other measures has been men-
tioned. More than 300,000 voters considered the amendment who did
not consider an accompanying measure which was neither explained
during the campaign nor on the ballot.
These instances are sufficient to show that the
size of the total vote on a referendum measure has borne a direct
relation to the amount of publicity it has received. Whenever spe-
cial efforts have been m.ade to enlighten the public, and they
have
been rare, the public has responded by giving such propositions
a
greater amount of consideration than others not so benefitted.
(1)- These were nublic policy Questions. It shou!
al-o be noted that they were questions of direct interest
to the
voters, while the amendment affected directly only the
voters of
Cook County, However, the fact that the public policy
votes were re-
garded as In no way binding may have reduced the size of
the votes
on these measures. „(o)^ The bond issue was a pet measure of Gov.
Deneen's, but both parties advocated the issue in
their respective
platforms.
"1 m'^p
4 f"r.*
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A study of referendum votes in the state reveals
very little as to the relative interest which voters have taken
in Questions of general public policy as distinct from Questions
that are more or less technical in nature. Judging from the returns
it would seem that the voters have disposed of all kinds of Ques-
tions with almost equal facility. The purely technical proposition
of selling property of the Illinois and Michigan Canal was voted on
"by a larger share of the electorate than the public policy Ques-
tions concerning the Initiative and referendum, the direct primary,
or the direct election of United States senators(l). Most of the
nine questions of public policy that have been submitted to a popu-
lar vote have dealt with subjects upon which public opinion has been
more or less definitely crystallized. The three submitted in 190?
asked the public for an expression of opinion concerning the adop-
tion of the initiative and referendum for state-wide and local leg-
islation, and concerning the election of senators directly by the
the people. Those of 1904 related to a direct primary law and ffreat-
local autonomy. The initiative and referendum proposition was re-
submitted in 1910, accompanied by two others relating to corrupt
practices at elections, and state-wide civil service.
On all these occasions the voters were reouested
But banking law amendments, which are also tech-
nical in nature, have always fared worse than other pronositions
.
•Tib
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to express their opinion on ouestions of general policy, stated
concisely on the ballot. Notwithstanding the comparative ease of
voting on such measures they invariably received less consideration
than constitutional amendments and proposed statutes. The desira-
bility of a direct primary law must have been generally recognized
in the autumn of 1904, a few months after the prolonged deadlock in
the Republican convention at Springfield. It was at least a question
with which the electorate was familiar. Yet it received a smaller
proportion of the total vote, by 5 per cent, than the canal Question
which was scarcely capable of being understood even by the intelli-
gent voter, and the merits of which were not discussed. The light
vote on public policy measures may be partially attributed to a com-
mon knowledge that they were merely expressions of opinion and had
no binding force, and perhaps partly to the fact that the proposi-
tions are necessarily somewhat vague and do not indicate the pre-
cise terms of the legislative proposal. Whatever the explanation, the
fact remains that only slightly over half the voting populace has
manifested sufficient interest in them to give them consideration,
even when voting on other measures on the same ballot.
Mention has already been made of the fact that,
in Illinois, most measures must be submitted at general elections,
(1)- It should be repeated that the banking and
public policy measures do not renuire a maiority of the total vote
at the election.
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and the affirmative vote, in order to carry the measure, must con-
stitute a maiority of the total vote at the electlon(l). Prior to
1891 this stipulation did not prove to he a serious obstacle for all
measures save one(2) secured the required number of votes with com-
parative ease. Fifteen measures of this character have been voted
upon since the adoption of the present constitution.
Nine of these were submitted before 1891, and of
the remaining six, four have failed. The proposed amendment of 189?
was defeated by direct oppositlon( 3 ) as much as by the apathy of the
voters. The failure of the canal proposition of 1906 may well be as-
cribed to the same cause so far as the returns may be taken as an
index. Sixty per cent of all the voters voted on the measure, but
almost half of them voted in the negative! The remaining two amend-
ments owe their defeat solely to electoral lethargy. In 1894 three
times as many voters favored the proposal as opposed it, but the
favorable vote constituted only 17.6 per cent of the entire vote
at the election. The favorable vote on the proposed amend'^ent of
1896 was proportionately almost as large, but it again amounted to
only 14.9 per cent of the total vote.
(1) - See note on preceding page.
(2) - This was the state house appropriation meas-
ure. On one of the two occasions when it was defeated the negative
vote almost tripled the affirmative.
(3) - It received a favorable vote of 84,645
while 93.420 were cast against it.
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A brief survey of the operation of this provi-
sion reouirlng a favorable vote of a malority at the election thus
shows that it has not "been in fact as disastruous as misht have been
expected. It has been the direct cause of failure for four measures
that were approved by a majority of those voting on the ouestion. Bui,
nine measures have been successful in spite of itV Upon two measures
which were defeated the negative vote was larger than the affirmative^
which might Indicate that even had a sufficient number of the elec-
tors voted thereon they would still have been lost. At any rate it
is not so clear that, with respect to them, the provision requiring
a majority at the election defeated what would have been the popu-
lar will had It been expressed more fully.
On the other hand it is evident that, after the
adoption of the official ballot in 1891, the provision reauiring a
majority at the election made a successful referendum on measures
to which it applied almost impossible. This was due to the fact that
under the ballot conditions prescribed by that law a sufficient num-
ber could not be induced to cast a vote upon measures. Only two of
the seven propositions of this character submitted since 1891 have
polled the requisite majority and these only after the strenuous
efforts at publicity already described. Since 1899 the task has been
lightened by the separate ballot, which has made the adoption of
such measures much easier. Under present conditions of submission,
, ./Oi* '.v A J I I.
' '
'
.
-
• K T ^
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therefore, the requirement that these measures must receive a major-
ity of votes cast at a general election is not exactly T)rohi"bitory
but is so nearly so as to render the success of any proposal, even
if unopposed, a subject of grave doubt. The only effective method
of overcoming the difficulties occasioned by this constitutional
provision would seem to lie in instituting a thorouP'h and systematic
campaign designed to enlighten the voterc and arouse their interest
in such meaeures.
Had the adoption of the bankinp^ laws and the
public policy measures required a majority at the election rather
than a majority on the proposition several of them would have been
disposed of differently. Of eleven such measures thot have been sub-
mitted, seven would have failed to pass. The amendment to the bank-
ing laws, proposed in 1908 was adopted by 40 per cent of the voting
electorate, while 14 per cent adopted a similar act in 1898. Five
Questions of public policy would likewise have been rejected, among
them being the initiative and referendum, state civil service, and
corrupt practices. Thus of the entire seventeen measures that have
been referred since the adoption of the official ballot act, eleven
have failed to receive a majority of all votes cast at the election,
and this number includes such popular questions as have been men-
tioned above. Such a situation reveals something of the difficulty
r
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that must "be encountered "by proposed constitutional amendrrtents in
Illinois(l).
This "brief study of the record of the people of
Illinois with the state-wide referendum, limited as it has "been,
would not of itself iustify roseate hopes of future success with its
more extended use. It may well be ouestioned whether a referendum
can be deened a success when only a small minority of the voters
take advantage of It, and the evident lack of interest of the public
is the most discouraging part of our past experience in this regard.
The majority of Questions that have been submitted to a popular vbte
have been adopted, but their success must be attributed to mechani-
cal ballot devices employed in submitting: them rather than to a real
interest manifested by the people. In a few instances systematic
efforts ati^advertising the measures submitted have accomplished much
In overcoming this inertia, and these experiences would seem to indi-
cate rather clearly an effective means of meeting the serious prob-
).em arising from the absence of popular interest.
While general electoral lethargy has thus destroy-
ed the value of the referendum as a means of obtaining a real ex-
pression of public opinion, it has, when coupled with the reouiee-
ment of a favorable vote af a majority at the election, acted as a
(1)- Proposed amendments are confronted with a
further difficulty arising from the constitutional provision pro-
hibiting the submission of proposed a-r.end'nents to more than one
article at the same election, or amendments to the same article
Tnnre than once in four years.
• o iff
Tit
practical "barrier against the succes of measures for which a popular
vote is provided. It has defeated directly some very desirable leg-
islation, and has accomplished the same end indirectly "by preventing
the su"bmission of other measures "because of the recognized futility
of obtaining their adoption.
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CHAPTER THKEE.
WORKING OF THE LOCAL REFEKENDUM.
Attention has already been called to the fact that
the legal possihilities for local referenda in Illinois are far
greater than those for state-wide referenda. In addition to the three
constitutional provisions relating to the submission of questions
concerning the changing of county boundaries, other constitutional
provisions are to be found requiring a popular vote upon questions
of removing county seats, adopting or discarding township organi-
zation, and assessing county taxes above a specified ratio. These
provisions are supplemented by the Public Opinion Law of 1901, under
which local questions of public policy may be submitted upon petition
of 25 per cent of the legal voters of any local community, and by
what is commonly called contingent legislation, or statutes made to
apply to local communities only after a favorable popular vote
upon the question of their adoption.
Owing to the obvious difficulty of securing suf-
ficient data, the scope of this study prevents anything liVe a
com-
prehensive investigation of the actual working of local referenda
throughout the state. It has, therefore, been considered
advisable
to limit this discussion to some particular locality,
and treat its
experience as illustrative of the operation of- local referenda
in

general. Such a course of procedure is 1 lively to prove more satis-
factory because it affords an opportunity for a more detailed con-
sideration of the problem in a specific community than would other-
wise be possible. For this purpose the city of Chicago has baen
chosen, primarily because the material with reference to the refer-
endum there was most available. In order to illustrate points in-
volved, however, occasional reference will be made to the experiences
of other localities within the state.
Chicago has, with respect to the referendum, a
peculiar advantage over other cities of the state, in that the constt
tution provides for the submission of Questions in Cook County that
cannot be had elsewhere. The constitutional provisions for local
referenda mentioned above are applicable eaually to all parts of
the
state, while the amendment of 1904 provides specifically for the
sub-
mission of certain questions in Chicago alone. Thus all special
leg-
islation for that city goes into effect only after the
popular ap-
proval of a majority of its legal voters. The powers of the city
council are also limited by provisions requiring a popular
ratifi-
cation of all proposed bond issues, and all proposals
to change the
territorial boundaries of the city. Several propositions
have been
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submitted in Chicago under these special provisions, and to this ex-
tent, therefore, the experience of that city cannot he said to he
truly representative of the situation in other local co:^munities of
the state. In fact it is believed that Chicago has had a wider ex-
perience with the referendum than any other portion of the state.
The history of the referendum in Chicago practi-
cally begins in 1902, Prior to that time questions were submitted in-
frequently and attracted little attention. On April 23, 1875, the
questioia of organizing under the cities and villages act of 1872
was submitted, and the proposition carried by an exceedingly close
vote(l). The provision for minority representation in the city coun-
cil was, however, rejected by the voters at this election(f). The
only interesting feature of this early referendum is the difference
in the size of the votes on the two propositions. The question of
minority representation received only about one-third the number of
votes that were cast on the general charter proposition. On Novem-
ber 4, 1884, a referendum was taken on the proposition of authoriz-
ing the city council to appropriate $400,000 from the saloon license
fund for the use of the police force, and the voters gave their as-
(1) - For, n,714; against, 10,281.
(2) - For, 1,550; against, 5,544. These votes are
taken from Chapter 4 of H. S. GrosseB*s "Review of the Governmental
History of Chicago**, published by the League of American liunicipali-
ties (1906).
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sent(l). Questions of issuing city and county "bonds were also sub-
mitted occasionally. One such appeared upon the ballot of 1896,
and two in 1900. The various state-wide measures, submitted from
time to time, should be included, for, although not local questions
in any sense, they swelled the total number of questions which the
local voters were asked to consider.
After 1902 measures began to appear much more fre-
quently. This was due largely to the fact that the residents of Chi-
cago lost no time in taking advantage of the Public Policy Act of
1901. The statute was passed in May, 1901, and went into effect
July 1, of th3 same year. At the municipal election of April 1, 1902,
five local Questions of public policy were submitted to the voters
(2) , and three bond issues appeared with the three state-wide
public
policy questions at the fall election of the same year. The follow-
year, 1905, was a period of relaxation, and orly one measure
was
presented, a question concerning a bond issue submitted at the
spring
election. But in 1904, four questions were submitted in
the spring
(3) , followed by a total of seven others in
the fall, three of which
were purely local. In 1905, three more appeared
at the spring muni-
cipal election, and four in the fall, together
with two others af-
fecting only the West Side. In the succeeding
years questions were
(D- The vote was as follows: for, 64, SOS; against
36,176. 'See L. A. M., supra cit., ch. 4.
(2)- In fact so great was the desire to present
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submltted as follows: Three in 1906, two in 1907, three in 1908, and
three in 1909(1). Thus since 1902 about fifty measures have been
submitted for the consideration of voters of Chicago(^v). Nearly
twenty of them have been public policy questions, fifteen were
ouestions concerning the issuance of bonds, and the remainder con-
sisted largely of questions submitted under the provisions of the
constitutional amendment of 1904.
While the number of questions that have been dis-
posed of is thus rather large, it win be observed that no single
election has beer, burdened with more measures than the voters could
reasonably be expected to handle satisfactorily(3) . The largest num-
ber submitted at any one time appeared at the election of November
8, 1904 when three local questions were added to the four
state-wide
ones. Six questions, three local and three state-wide, appeared
on
November 4, 1902, and five local questions -t the spring
election
of the same year. The submission of three and four
measures was very
measures under the statute that the requirements of
the law seem to
have bee^ overstepped. According to the act only
three measures
co"d be submitted at one election, while it appears that
five were
submitted on this occasion. Chicago Tribune, Nov. 10,
190..
(3) preceding page. Also two affecting only the
south Side.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
include the state-wide
ouestion of selling 111. and Mich. Canal lands,
submitted i^H^^-
1906. In 1910 three state-wide public policy
measures appeared, and
and two or three local questions on the
issuance of bonds.
(2) and (3)- See following page.
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cOTTLTjon occurrence.
The frequencjp with which measures have been sub-
mitted would seem to have had a direct influence upon the amount of
Interest which the voters have shown in them. On questions submit-
ted before 1900, very little data was obtained which would indicate
the proportion of all the voters at an election who voted on meas-
ures(l). In 1900 two questions relating to the issuance of bonds
received approximately 74 per cent and 57 per cent of the entire
vote{r). Measures submitted in ftpril, 190?, averaged somewhat above
78 per cent i^) t but in November four propositions, three of them
I (2) preceding page. The total number is probably
more than fifty 'since the enumeration abovs is probably not complete
The list was compiled from the city newspapers, and some questions
might have beon overlooked, while others of minor importance may
not have received the attention of the press.
(3)- preceding paP:e. The number of questions sub-
mitted at one election has unouestiSnably been kept within reason-
able bounds by the statutory limit upon the total number
of public
policy questions.
(1)- It appears that a question concerting civil
service in Chicago, submitted in 1895, received the
attention of
64 per cent of all the voters at the election. Chicago
Tribune,
April 9, 1930.
('^)- All the percentac^es which follow must be
taken as only aooroximately correct, since they are
based upon fig-
ures that ha^e not been verified by the official
election returns.
(5)- In the order of their position they polled
84 oer cent, 79 per cent, 77 per cent, and 73
per cent. One question
is not included because the complete vote
was not obtained.
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state-wide public policy measures, received the attention of 63
per cent of those voting in Cook County(l). Another proposed bond
issue, submitted in April, 1903, polled 66 per cent of the entire
vote. One year later 81 per cent of the voters of the city voted upon
the question of the adoption of the Mueller Law, and three local
public policy measures submitted with it averaged about 78 per cent.
Again at the fall election of this year, 78 per cent voted upon the
Chicago Charter amendment to the state constitution, while the three
state-wide questions of public policy received only 66, 64, and 6?
per cent respectively. Three public policy questions of a local ra-
ture fared somewhat better (65 per cent) in April, 3905.
Beginning with the November election of 1905,
"little ballot^ propositions received even greater and more consis-
tent attention than during the five years preceding. The votes on
four statutes submitted on the above date, November, 1905, show per-
centages of 86, 73, 87, and 80. Two ordinances appearing April 3,
1906, received 88 per cent and 83 per cent of the total vote at the
election, and a public policy measure, relating to immediate muni-
cipal ownership of street railways, fared equally well with a per-
(1)- For votes on the three Questions of public
policy, see official election returns, published by the secretary
of state. For the fourth question concerning county bonds,
Chi.
Tribune, Nov. r, 1902. ,^^r, v
(?)- The two measures of Sept. 17, 1907 were sub-
mitted at a special election, and received 50 per cent and 40
per
cent of the entire registered vote.
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centage of 84(1). A bond issue of April 7, 1908, broke all records
for a larg« vote when 91 per cent of the voting electors marked it.
With but one exceptlon(?) all the remaining measures submitted in
1908 and 1909, Including the municipal election of the latter year,
attracted from 75 per ^.ent to 81 per cent of the total vote.
Prom this review it is evident that the voters
of Chicago have given referendum propositions submitted since 190?
a fairly large degree of consideration. The relative degree of inter-
est, as shown by the size of the votes, would seem to have b:en
gfeatest during the years of 1906 and 1908, but the difference be-
tween the size of votes then and at other times is not very marked(3)
In general, however, the voters have, through>^out the eight year
period from 1900 t© 1909 shown a gratifyini^ interest in referendum
propositions, and the degree of interest has usually varied consis-
tently with the importance of t>>e Questions submitted.
There can be no Question but that purely local
measures have received more attention than state-wide Questions.
The only state-wide measures that received more than 66 per cent of
the entire vote cast were the constitutional amendments of 1904
and
(1)- See footnot«(^Wi^ preceding page.
(3)- They averaged about 5 per cent higher then
the votes of other years.
(?)- The state-wide Question of amending the bank-
ing laws, submitted^n 1908, was voted upon by 56 per cent of
the
voters of Cook County who voted at the election.
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1908, and they were of such direct concern to the voters of Chicago
that they might well he classed as local measures(l). Omitting these
two propositions, therefore, state-wide measures received an aver-
age of about 63 per cent of the entire local vote, while local pro-
positions averaged about 19 per cent higher.
It is of some interest in this connection to com-
pare the city vote on state-wide measures with the vote on such
questions throughout the state as a whole. Prom the table on the
following page, it may readily be seen that the Chicago vote has,
in every instance, ranged from 5 to 18 per cent higher than the
state-wide vote. This fact may be attributed to several causes. It
may be due in part to the influence of large votes on local measures
in Chicago(2)> or to the "little ballot habit" acouired by a more
(1)- The constitutional amendment of 1904 was to
orovide a special charter for Chicago, and the deep waterway
pro-
position of 1908 also affected the citizens of Cook County
more
directly than most other localities.
(^)- Such would not explain the votes on propo-
sitions submitted in 190f!, 1906, 1908, and 1910. In
190r the state-
^ dl propositions headed the "little ballot", and
received -r^e votes
than the local measures relating to the issuance
of ^^^^^^ ^^^^^.V
.
In 1906. 1908, and 1910, other propositions were
not submitted with
the staU-widi question;. In 1904 the constitutional
amendment head-
ed the ballot, and the three public p licy
measures were placed be-
low three local ones.
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1
TABLE 2.
Comparison of state and Cook County votes on state- v.'ide measures.
Proposition
Percentage of vote on
proposition to total
,
vote at election.
In state In Chicago
1902:
Public Policy-
1- Initiative and referendum
?- Local initiative and referendum
3- Direct election U. S. senators
60 01
55.15
6"!
.43
65
.
66.
190^:
Const, amendment- Chicago charter
Public pollcy-
1-> Direct primary
2- Local veto on local laws
3- Local control of taxes
70.9
\j ± .
.
57.91
56.69
1
78.
66
64.
62.
1906:
Sale of 111. and Mich. Canal lands 66.32 78.
1908:
Const, amend.- Bond issue
Amendment to banking laws
75.9
49.79
81.
56.
1910:
Public Policy:
1- Initiative and referendum
2- State civil service
3- Corrupt practices at elections
60.93
56.33
57.64
63.
62,
60.
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freauent use of the referendum than other localities had heen ac-
customed to; or partly to a greater amount of real interest taken in
the questions submitted. All these factors have perhaps contributed
to produce the better showing in Chicago, but the evidence is in
favor of assuming that the one last mentioned goes further toward
a real explanation of the difference revealed in the number of votes
cast on state-wide propositlons( 1)
•
(1)- The same point may be further illustrated by
a comparisor of the vote in Cook County on state-wide measures
with
those' cast In some other counties of the state. The canal
proposition
of 1906 was submitted in Cook Coimty, accompanied by no other
meas-
ure, and received 77 oer cent of t^e tot al vote. The
percentages
in some other counties, picked at random, are as follows:
Alexander,
43; Calhoun, 51; Christian, 55; Clark, 22; Edgar, •'^,iL-Iaa|ac , ^5;
Pulaski, ?9; Shelby. 61; Wayne, 38; Will, 59. Thus glth^^lHUh^
in Cook County was much larger than that in any other
county^ Chica-
go had no more direct interest in the proposition than
some of the
counties mentioned. The measure was, in fact, lost in
all but five
counties of the state, and the fact that the measure
received 66
per -ent of the entire vote at the election, is due
primarily to
the comparatively large vote in Cook County. See
election returns,
1906, pp 12-14.
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The Large proportion of voters expressing ar opin-
ion upon referendum measures submitted in Chicago may not be due en-
tirely to general interest in such questions. All measures since
1900 have been presented upon separate ballots, and it is probable
that the effect of the separate^in increasing the size of the votes
has been the same in the city of Chicago as has already been found
to be true in the state at large. But after deducting f6r the auto-
matic balloting which is thus made possible, the voteXs would still,
in general, be sufficiently large to indicate a substantial interest
on the part of the electorate.
Considering the character of a majority of the
questions submitted, such an interest might well be expected. The
measures submitted in 1902 were all public policy questions, stated
in general terms on the ballot, and referred to subjects that were
of intense local interest. The city was just entering into the pro-
longed campaign to improve the street railway service, and the
traction problem dwarfed all others in local importance. Ten refer-
•enda dealing with this^ubject alone were submitted in the years IPO!
1904, 1905, and 1906. At the first election mentioned,
the voters
were asked for their opinion concerning the desirability
of muni-
cipal ownership of street railway, gas, and electric
lighting plants.
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The people, by a vote approximating six to one, answered in the af-
firmative. Contingencies arose, however, to prevent this expression
of the popular will from being carried into immediate effect; and in
1904, when the Mueller Law was submitted, the Public Policy Act was
again called into operation. Immediate municipal ownership was de-
manded by a vote of about three to one, while a majority almost as
large sanctioned the plan of granting revocable licenses to the then
existing street railway companies. The result somewhat confused the
issue, but the city council proceeded to prepare ordinances for
short
term licenses to the street railways. Upon the insistence of
the
mayor and friends of the referendum, in April, 1905, the
voters were
asked whether they approved of the pending ordinance,
whether t^ey
would approve of any ordinance granting a license to the
Chicago City
Railway Company, or of any ordinance granting a license
to any raU-
way company. To all these questions the voters
answered in the nega-
tive in a vote of almost three to one. One
year later. 1906, an ordi-
nance providing for municipal operation of street
railways was sub-
mitted, and was rejected, as was a plan which provided a
means for
financing such a proposit ion( 1) . At the same
election, the question
of immediate municipal ownership was again
submitted, and the propo-
(D- Both propositions received a greater affir-
mative vote than negative, but failed to
obtain the three-fifths
majority required for adoption.
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sltlon was again approved, but with a majority of scarcely 3,000.
Such was the part played /fey the referendum in sol-
ving the traction problem. At the elections when these questions
were submitted, about 77 per cent of the voters expressed opinions
upon them. Such an interest is not surprising in view of the fact
that the question was the one absorbing issue in Chicago politics
for several years, and was the source of continuous newspaper dis-
cussion and criticism.
Other public policy questions were submitted at
various times, which differed widely in subject matter. The follow-
ing will serve to give an idea of their substance: Direct primary
for city officers, abolition of township government, referendum on
city ordinances, and popular election of members of the Board of
Education. Besides measures of this sort, several acts of the legis-
lature relating to the city of Chicago have, since 1904, been re-
ferred, while questions of annexing additional territory to the city
have appeared twice. Questions relating to the issuance of «i4y
bonds comprise the great bulk of the remainder.
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